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JET EFFECTS ON PEESSURES AND DRAGS OF BODIES1

By Warren Gillespie, Jr.

INTRODUCTION

The propulsive jet that discharges. -“-
or nacelle may, by interaction with the
drag and stability changes. This paper
investigations by the Lewis and LandeY
of the jet effec; on body end presshe~

from the base of a missile body
external stream, cause important
presents some results of recent
laboratories (references 1 to 7)
and drag at zero lift.

JET EFFECT ON KM!KL BODY DRAG

The effect of the fleton total external body drag has proved diffi-
cult to measure. Lewis wind-tunnel tests of a s%t-;ounte~ 16-inch
ram-jet unit (references 1 and 2) have indicated no effect of the hot
jet when a cylimirical outlet was used and a possible decrease of external
body drag when a convergent nozzle was used in the tests. In these tests

the hot jet exit velocity was

velocity.

Preliminary drag results
rocket models in free fli~ht.

approximately l; times the free-stream

obtained from the observed performance of
havin~ .fiete=t velocities of armroxhately

four times the free-strea; v;locity~ ~owever, indicate that a;unfavorable
jet effect on drag occurred for these madels. This is shown by figure 1.
The models were propelled by solid-fuel rocket motors located within the
bodies. Thrust values obtained from static ground tests of the motors
were used in conjunction with telemetered values of model acceleration
to determine power-on drag. .

The ratios of power-on to power-off drag coefficient are plotted
against the low supersonic Mach numbers of the tests. The general level
of the increase with respect to the power-off drag coefficient was of
the order of 20 percent. The magnitude of the drag increments is esti-
mated to be twice the probable error in determhing thrust, acceleration,
and model weight during power-on flight. The somce of this drag ticrease
has not been entirely explained, although several possible causes have
been considered. For example, measurements of the pressure on the base
of the cylindrical body model A show that increased base drag during
powered flight can account for about one-half the drag increase for this
model. It should be noted that these data are not applicable to missiles

%his is a reprint of the paper by the same author which was pre-
sented at the NACA Conference on Aerodynamic Design Problems of Supersonic
Guided Missiles at the Ames
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propelled by turbojet or ram-jet engines simce the jet exit velocity was
approximately four times that of the free stream.

r

JET EFFECT ON BODY END PRESSURES

The discussion that follows will attempt to isolate some jet
effects on body pressures due to variations in base geometry and jet
characteristics.

Figure 2 illustrates two types of body end conditions and lists the
jet-on parameters for which data are available. The first type of base
has an annular area and a pressure over this area which is different from
the jet exit pressure during powered flight. The second type of base has
no annulus. However, if the jet flow should separate from the nozzle
wall, an Iteffectiveflannular area would result so that base conditions

.-

would then be somewhat the same as for the first type of base. —

In addition to the free-stream Mach number M and the body contour
angle ~1 - which influence the base pressure with the jet off - the
nozzle-exit half-angle ~j, the “annulus-to-basearea ratio A~Ab, and

the jet exit velocity and pressure ratios with the free stream Vj/V
—

and P /P, respectively, may all exert an influence at the base annulus
s

—

when one exists and for some distance forward of the base with the jet on.

Figure 3 shows the effect of the ratio of total jet chamber pressure
to free-stream static pressure on bqse annulus pressure coefficient. The

6

data are froma Lewis wind tunnel investigation at Mach number 1.91
(reference 3). The model was built with a splitter plate and inter- *
changeable half-bases each with an identical convergent half-nozzle.
Straight boattails of 0°, 5.6°, 7.0°, and 9.3° were tested.

The end points of the curves at the lowest pressure ratio correspond
ta the condition of no jet flow. With increasing jet flow to the base, the
jet exit velocity increased to approximately one-half the free-stream
velocity and remained constant as the jet total-pressure ratio further
increased above a ratio of 2. Beyond this pressure ratio of 2, therefore,
only the jet=exit static pressure was increased. The increased pressun
on the annulus at a pressure ratio near 1 indicates the drag-reducing
effectiveness of base bleed. The wide separation of the curve for the
cylindrical half-base with area ratio 0.74 from the curves with boattail
and area ratio 0.43 indicates that tie effect of annulus-to-base area
ratio is large. The larger base annulus has a lower pressure. The
effect of body angle is small. The trend with increasing pressure ratio
is similar for all the bases. The pressure on the annulus first increases,
then decreases, and finally increases again with increasing pressure ratio.
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The following explanation is given for such a trend: The pressure
seal on the base is first broken when the jet begins to flow in;o the
base region ficreasing the base pressure. As the jet pressure ratio is
increased, the jet entrains air. This is illustrated by figure b(a).
Both the jet and the external stream aspirate the base annulus to lower
the annular base pressure. With further increases of jet pressure ratio
(fig. h(b)), the jet expands. The shock waves located at points of
interaction of the jet and the free stream increase in intensity causing
a pressure feedback through the subsonic mzx5ng region between the two
streams with a resulting pressure increase on the base annulus.

Figure ~ shows the variation of the annulus pressure coefficient
during the flights of two rocket-powered models. For the model of fig-
ure ~(a), the upper branch of the curve corresponds to power-on flight
with the and Mach number increasing to the right. The annulus pressure
coefficient decreased steadily. The lower branch corresponds ta power-
off flight with the increasing b the left. The pressure on the base
annulus was increased by the jet for this particular model. The increase
is attributed to the 30° nozzle half-angle and the relatively small base
annulus.

For the model of figure ~(b) the jet effect on annulus pressure was
in the opposite direction. For this model the upper branch of the curve
corresponds to the condition of no jet flow. With the jet on, the pres-
sure on the annulus was reduced. The reduction is attributed primarily
to the large base annulus and smaller nozzle half-angle.

For the model of figure ~(a), the power=off drag over the entire
base at Mach number 1.4 was 15 percent of the total power-off drag. At
this same Mach number with the jet on, there was a thrust on the annul.us,
amounttig to 8 percent of the total power-off drag. For the model of
figure ~(b), the power-off base drag was approximately 20 percent of the
total power-off drag. With the jet on, the base annulus contributed a
drag which was also approximately 20 percent of the total power-off drag.

Figure 6 shows incremental base pressure coefficients due to the jet
for rocket models that had large and small annulus-to-base area ratios
and nozzle half-angles of 9°5 10°, l~”, and 300. There were four models
with 30° nozzles that defined the upper band and three with 9° nozzles
that defined the lower band. The curves below the zero line correspond
to s~le models.

The models with large base area ratios of 0.61 arxi0.70 experienced
negative increments while models with small area ratios of 0.37 and 0.24
experienced positive pressure increments due to the jet. The models
with 30° nozzles lie well above those with 9° nozzles. The model with a
lSO nozzle also lies above the one with a 10° nozzle. The effect of
increased nozzle angle on the incremental pressure coefficient therefore
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appears to be in
base area ratio.
case.

Jet effects
sented in figure
one body station
flight. The two

the same direction as that due

NACA RM L51J29

to a reduced annulus-to-
The pressure increment becomes more positive in each _

at rear body stations of an RM-10 rocket model are pre-
7. Figure 7(a) shows the side pressure coefficient for
slightly ahead of the base during power-on and power-off
branches of the curve come together at Mach number 1.4

and at higher Mach numbers there is no difference.

Figure 7(b) shows incremental side and base pressure coefficients
due to the jet together with the jet-exit pressure coefficient. The
side pressure ticrements at stations 1, 2, and 3 diminished to near-zero
values as Mach number 1.4 was reached. The positive jet effect on side
pressures also diminished rapidly with distance forward of the base.
Positive pressure increments much larger than,~e jet-exit pressure
occurred. This tidicates that very strong shock waves were caused by
interaction of the external stream and the jet issuing from the 30° nozzle.

Additional data from the Lewis investigation at Mach number 1.91
(reference 3) are shown in figure 8. The pressure drag coefficients for
afterbodles with and without a base annulus are compared for constant
values of the ratio of total-jet to free-stream static pressure. Three
half-bases with straight boattails of 5.6°, 7.0°, and 9.3° were tested
in each series. The pressure drags were obtained by integration of the
pressures over the afterbodies.

The pressure drag for the series with no base annulus therefore
consists entirely of side pressure drag over tie straight boattail. The
effect of the jet is noted by displacement of the curves in the vertical
tiection. The slope of the curves is prima~ly due to the basic varia-
tion of side pressure .-g with boattail angle with no jet. A slight
effect on the slope due to the jet is seen for the series with no annulus.
The drag reductions decrease with smalJer boattail angles.

For the series with an annulus, the drag,includes base pressure drag
from the annulus. The annulus largely prevented the jet from influencing
the body side pressures. Jet effects were greater for this series.

Comparison of the two series at the same.boattail angle shows that
for a pressure ratio of 10 the annular bases had higher drag than the
corresponding bases of the other series at this same pressure ratio of 10.
At a pressure ratio of 15 the annular bases had the lower drag.

Comparison of the base in each series that had a fineness ratio of
1.5 shows that the annular base had less drag for the same pressure ratios
of 10 and 15.
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The selection of an optimum boattail geometry may therefore be
hiluenced by jet effect on the afterbody pressures.

The experimental results may be summarized as follows: A decrease
in base drag can be obtained by a small amount of jet flow to the base.
A large base annulus may contribute as much or greater base drag during
power-on conditions than the whole base area during power-off flight.
The jet effect on body side pressures at supersonic Mach numbers decreases”
rapidly with increasing Mach number and distance forward of the base.
More extensive measurements are required to clarify the jet effect on
total drag.
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Figure 1.- Jet effect on total drag coefficient of two r’ocketmodels.
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Figure 2.- Base geometry and jet-on parameters.
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Figure 7.- Jet effects at rear body stations of an RM-10 rocket model.
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